JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
JEA 1C29 - CHARLIE CHAPLIN
<10/96>
[u-bit #19200357]
2323-1-3
10:00:22 1) on board ship
-10:00:27 (1929)

(N) Chaplin, Charles

10:00:30 2) MLS Times Square marquees, MCU marquee: “Carl Laemmle
-10:01:20 Presents Lew Ayers In Impatient Maiden”, Charlie Chaplin and
Will Hayes at microphone at premiere of film

(S) Motion Pictures:
Premieres
[silent]

10:01:22 3) arrival in London - being greeted by large crowd around car
-10:02:23 in street (1921)

(S) Chaplin, Charles Actuality

2323-2-8
10:02:27 1) visiting France
-10:02:39 (1920)

(N) Chaplin, Charles

10:02:42 2) “Chaplin Recovers” in NYC after nervous breakdown, posing
-10:02:52 at desk in lawyer’s apartment, speaking and nodding head
(1926) [Kinograms]

(N) Chaplin, Charles
[silent]

10:02:57 3) posing at desk in lawyer’s apartment, coughing, smoking
-10:03:20 cigarette (1926) [Kinograms]

(N) Chaplin, Charles

10:03:22 4) in clown suit with kid
-10:03:31 <some decomp>
10:03:34 5) in Switzerland - still photographers, in vineyard tasting grapes,
-10:04:24 posing with two bunches of grapes held up to his ears
(1953)

(N) Chaplin, Charles

(S) Newsreels:
Telenews D. Vol. 6
#206 (S-2)
1C29 -2-

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
10:04:28 6) “Queen Meets Film Stars” < Elizabeth and Princess Margaret
(N) Newsreels:
-10:05:52 arriving at Empire Theatre, greeting film stars at royal screening
Telenews D. Vol. 5
of Because Your Mine with Mario Lanza> - night scene of crowd
#218
in part of Leicester Square with PAN to theatre marquee, HA view
down into theatre foyer with elegant looking crowd milling about,
Douglas Fairbanks and wife among crowd, MCS distinguished
looking Charlie Chaplin with wife Oona O’Neill speaking to woman,
CS Yvonne de Carlo then PAN to smiling escort Rock Hudson,
Elizabeth stepping out of car at entrance to theatre wearing fur stole
and diamond tiara with still cameramen taking photographs, Elizabeth
shaking hands with men, crowd applauding, Elizabeth walking down
reception line shaking hands with celebrities - shaking hands with
Yvonne de Carlo, greeting Chaplin who bows and speaks with Queen,
CSs Elizabeth smiling, CS Princess Margaret, HA view of Queen and
Princess holding bouquets of flowers in front of movie stars (10/30/52)
10:05:56 7) arriving at Rome airport for Italian premiere of his newest film
-10:06:34 - airplane on airfield, crowd around it - Chaplin coming out of
airplane door onto ramp - waving to crowd -at foot of ramp,
photographers and others around him - Chaplin with press and
others, one soldier with two men hanging onto either arm,
walking away from airplane (12/23/52)

(S) Newsreels:
Telenews D. Vol. 5
#256 (S-3)

10:06:38 8) LS Piazza in Rome, streets in background -various angles of
-10:08:00 Chaplin receiving honors at the Experimental Centre of
Cinematography where he receives the Gold Medal and
Silver Ribbon from Italian film goers - Chaplin making
sound statement to thank all his Italian friends
(late 1940s - early 1950s)

(S) Newsreels:
Telenews 0506-2
[sound]

2323-3-3
10:08:02 1) returning to England on ship, Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks
-10:13:17 [Topical Budget]

(S) Chaplin, Charles Actuality

10:13:28 2) Attorney General McGranery launches drive to rid the U.S. of
-01:15:56 undesirable aliens - Justice Building - sign on building:
“Office Of Attorney General” - McGranery seated at desk,
mikes in front of him - profiles of reporters writing - McGranery
speaking - reporters - Tighe Woods seated at desk speaking about
most women favoring price controls (10/03/52)

(S) Newsreels:
Telenews D. Vol. 5
#199 (S-1)
[sound]
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10:16:06 3) McGranery getting plaque from California Department of
-10:16:43 American Legion, speaking on the case of Chaplin
(10/29/52)

10:16:56
-10:42:04

The Immigrant (1917) <no headtitles>
<intertitles>

(S) Newsreels:
Telenews D. Vol. 5
#217 (S-10)
[sound]
(S) PA - Q4J
Cans 134 & 135
16mm Pos

